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To whom it may concern:
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Introduction 



The authors of these comments have lived at 1025 S Pearl St, less than 150 feet from the proposed 
rezoning at 1001 and 1003 S Pearl St, (Rezoning Case #20i-00141) for over twenty years. Therefore, we 
are very familiar with the building that is the subject of the rezoning and the immediate neighborhood 
surrounding it. Having had some time to review the Staff Report and Recommendation, dated 
May 25,2022 (Staff Report), we do not agree that it supports this rezoning.  



As documented in these comments, the Staff Report is fatally flawed. It is premised on a foundation of 
incorrect information, subjective opinions, and half-truths, including that 



• The building is vacant (it is not) 
• The building is a “former” church (it is not) 
• The building presents a good opportunity to introduce additional commercial business into the 
• neighborhood (it does not) 
• The building contributes to the neighborhood character (it does not) 
• The building has been embedded at this location for 60 years (not in its current form), and 
• The building is compatible with the adjacent residential buildings (not in its current form) 



As a result, the Planning Board’s recommendation is discredited and cannot be relied upon. (See 
attached Exhibit C: Response to Staff Report and Recommendation for a detailed review of the problems 
with the Staff Report.) 



The immediate neighbors vehemently oppose this rezoning. Ninety-two percent (92%) of the owners 
who occupy their property chose to sign a protest petition.  



The immediate neighborhood already hosts two concentrated clusters of commercial businesses within 
one block in either direction of the proposed rezoning. It is already the destination residents from less 
developed areas of the neighborhood walk to to access commercial business amenities. It is unfair to 
burden this area of the neighborhood with hosting even more. 



The subject building does not contribute to the character of the neighborhood. The over-sized, second-
floor residence addition constructed in 2003 is not respectful of the adjacent properties, especially those 
to the south, and it destroyed any charm or character the building had in its original form.  



Fatally Flawed Staff Report 



As voting and tax paying citizens, we have the right to expect accuracy and complete transparency in the 
services provided by public agencies, such as the Community Planning and Development Permitting 
Services. So, it is galling to discover a biased Staff Report that is riddled with errors, misrepresents 
important facts, and applies subjective opinions and unsupported assumptions to justify a 
predetermined result.   



Not Vacant. Not a Former Church 



Most importantly, the building is described as vacant three (3) times, and as a “former church” fifteen 
(15) times. (See Exhibit C Table 1.) This is no small matter because the justification for this rezoning is 
premised upon it being vacant and a former institutional use in order demonstrate that it aligns with 
Blueprint Denver policy. (See Exhibit C Table 6.)  
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Unless the word vacant has been redefined to exclude tenants, this building is not vacant. The Upper 
Room United Pentecostal Church occupies the church portion (first floor) of the building where the 
congregation gathers to worship at least twice a week. Their sign and worship schedule are affixed to 
the building (See Exhibit A Photos 3 and 4), and we regularly observe the congregants parking, entering, 
and leaving the church. 1001 S Pearl St (the address of the subject rezoning application) is listed as their 
Agent’s principal address. (See Exhibit B Figure 1.) The second-floor residence is occupied by a young 
couple, i.e., it is also not vacant. We see them entering and leaving the building and walking their dog. 



With a congregation occupying and actively using the church to gather and worship, the building cannot 
possibly be considered a “former church”. 



Since this building is neither vacant, nor a former church, Blueprint Denver does not support this 
rezoning.  



Blueprint Denver does not promote, allow, or even suggest that occupied churches that are actively used 
by a congregation should be proactively rezoned based on a national trend of declining congregations 
and closing churches (as asserted in the Staff Report, Page 18.)   



Not a Good Opportunity to Introduce Additional Commercial Business 



The Staff Report repeatedly asserts that this building represents a good opportunity to introduce 
additional commercial business into the neighborhood. The immediate neighborhood does not agree. It 
is unfair and disruptive to burden this small area of the West Washing Park Neighborhood with hosting 
even more commercial businesses than they already are. 



We have noticed several commenters expressing their support for the proposed rezoning because they 
support walkable neighborhoods. The unstated implication being that the immediate neighbors who 
oppose it must be NIMBYs (Not in My Backyard) who are against walkable neighborhoods. This could 
not be further from the truth. We love our walkable neighborhood. That is why we choose to live here. 
We live on the block that hosts the walkable amenities other people come to visit: Whole Foods, a liquor 
store, a coffee shop, multiple bars [Kentucky Inn and the Pub on Pearl], multiple gyms, and multiple 
salons (barbershops, hair salons, nail salons, a spa, an aesthetician, etc.)  



That means we also deal with the fallout: the malodorous dumpsters baking in the hot sun, the pungent 
smell of marijuana being processed, the sound of rowdy bar patrons after the bar closes at 2:00 a.m., 
the lack of parking on “Wing Night”, and the cigarette butts, miniature liquor bottles, broken glass, and 
bodily fluids of every description that litter our yards and sidewalks. When we insist that we do not want 
or need additional commercial or business uses introduced on the one corner where they do not 
presently exist, you need to hear use. We are begging you. (See Exhibit B Figures 4 and 5 and Exhibit D 
Table 8 for a map and list of commercial businesses in the area of the proposed rezoning. Notably, there 
are multiple vacant spaces within the nearby commercial business clusters and mixed-use buildings.) 



Incidentally, none of the supporting commenters actually live in the immediate neighborhood, which 
makes them YIYBYs (Yes in Your Backyard.) 



As shown in Exhibit B Figure 6, much of the commercial development in West Washington Park is 
embedded along South Pearl Street. It follows a pattern of commercial clusters on every other corner 
between I-25 and Alameda, most likely because the streetcar used to stop at these corners. The largest 
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commercial cluster (approximately 17 businesses. See Exhibit B Figures 4 and 5) is located at the corner 
of South Pearl Street and East Mississippi Avenue at the south end of the 1000 block of South Pearl 
Street, the opposite end from the proposed rezoning. Rezoning this building would represent a 
departure from the established, every-other-block commercial siting pattern that has existed in this 
neighborhood for over 100 years. It would be disrespectful of and incompatible with the character of 
the neighborhood. To an outsider, this pattern may not be obvious, because all they see is an 
undifferentiated grid, but to the immediate neighborhood, it is almost like siting a commercial business 
at the end of a cul-de-sac.  



What this property represents is a rare instance where, should the existing structure not prove viable 
under its current zoning, the best and most desirable outcome is to redevelop the property with up to 
two single family houses, consistent with its current zoning. The neighborhood would enthusiastically 
support a creative design that maintains and integrates only the sanctuary portion of the structure. 



Building Is Not Compatible with, Does Not Contribute to, and Has Not Been Embedded in the 
neighborhood for Over 60 Years 



The Staff Report relies on a Blueprint Denver policy that incentivizes the preservation of structures that 
contribute to the established character of an area (Staff Report, Page 15.) It emphasizes that the 
building has been at this location for over 60 years and asserts that it  



• contributes to the established character of the area (Staff Report, Page 15), 
• respects the surrounding residential character (Staff Report, Page 15), 
• has been embedded at this location for over 60 years (Staff Report, Page 12), and 
• is already compatible with adjacent residential buildings that vary in height from 1 to 2 stories 



(Staff Report, Page 21) 



The Staff Report does not mention that in 2003, the building underwent a massive expansion adding an 
1,892 square foot, second-floor residence on top. (See Exhibit A Photos 1 and 2 and Exhibit B Figures 2 
and 3.)  



This drastic addition obliterated any charm or character the building previously possessed. It no longer 
contributes, respects, or is compatible with the surrounding residential character. Not only is the 
building more massive and significantly taller, but its south side is also not faced in brick. The addition 
extends across the entire building from front-to-back until it butts up to the peak of the original 
sanctuary structure. The addition includes a window on the south side that overlooks every back yard on 
the block, invading our privacy. Its entrance is awkwardly placed in the side yard between the church 
and the adjacent duplex. From the south, it appears as if a manufactured home fell on it (See Exhibit A 
Photo 2) while from the east its tiny windows give it the appearance of a prison. (See Exhibit a Photo 6.) 



Protest Petition 



The immediate neighbors who will be most significantly impacted have unambiguously expressed their 
collective opposition to this proposed rezoning.  Neighbors representing fifty-six percent (56%) of the 
property within the criteria area have signed the protest petition. Every neighbor (100%) who owns and 
occupies a house within the criteria area (making them eligible to sign) was contacted in person, and 
92% of them chose to sign the protest petition. In short, the immediate neighbors vehemently oppose 
this rezoning. We oppose the introduction of additional commercial business uses, and we have no 
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desire to prolong the existence of this building in its current form. (See Exhibit D Protest Petition 
Analysis for additional detail.) 



Zoning History 



We moved into our house on the 1000 block of S Pearl St. before the light rail was built and before the 
zoning code was revised in 2010. For years we witnessed and participated in fierce negotiations and 
debates between the city, the transportation department, and the neighborhood association as they 
hammered out agreements that would accommodate the Louisiana-Pearl RTD Light Rail Station while 
protecting the 100+ year-old West Washington Park Neighborhood. These agreements were 
memorialized by incorporating them into the 2010 zoning code and map. While many of the current city 
planning staff members, West Washington Park Neighborhood Association Board Members, City Council 
Members, and other parties were not around at that time, the immediate neighbors have not forgotten. 
We do not appreciate being forced to constantly relitigate established agreements on a piecemeal basis. 
It is unreasonably burdensome, and it is disrespectful of the years long negotiation process that gave 
birth to the 2010 zoning code and map.  



Consistency with Adopted Plans 



The adopted plans are so subjective that they can be used to justify almost anything. This makes the 
analysis in the Staff Report almost risible.  



Consider the Denver Comprehensive Plan 2040. By any logic, an equitability goal would not seem to 
apply to a location where amenities are plentiful, and homes are selling for over $2,000,000. We are not 
in a food desert. Whole Foods is one block away, and we are less than half a mile from the Louisiana-
Pearl RTD Light rail Station. No worries. Pick any subgoal (aka Strategy) and add the word could. Rinse 
and repeat.  



You can now claim that rezoning the property to PUD  



• Could improve access to arts, culture, fitness, and health care (Staff Report, Page 11) 
• Could contribute to an increased mix of services and amenities (Staff Report, Page 11) 
• Could help meet the city’s climate action goal (Staff Report, Page 17) 
• Could broaden the range of potential uses embedded in the residential community (Staff 



Report, Page 17) 
• Could increase physical activity, decrease obesity, and decrease driving (Staff Report, Page 17) 



Ignore the fact that the proponent has provided no firm plans and made no commitments to specific 
actions that would further progress toward meeting these goals. Ignore the fact that these goals could 
be met by actions other than rezoning the property to a PUD. If anyone opposes the rezoning, 
proponents can now accuse them of being against climate action, fitness, or access to art. Take your 
pick.  



It is impossible to refute this analysis because it is wholly unsubstantiated.  



Now let’s examine Blueprint Denver. As previously discussed, the Staff Report states that Blueprint 
Denver further justifies the rezoning with its policies related to the reuse or redevelopment of vacant 
institutional uses and the preservation of buildings that contribute to neighborhood character. (Staff 
Report, Page 18) Just ignore the fact that  
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• the building is occupied,  
• that a congregation is actively using the building as their worship space, and 
• that the congregation has actually listed the property address as the primary address of their 



Agent. 



Ignore the fact that Blueprint Denver does not recommend this policy be applied proactively. Simply 
state that the building is vacant, three (3) times (See Exhibit C Table 1), and refer to the building as a 
former church - fifteen (15) times at a minimum. (See Exhibit C Table 1.) Easy peasy. If the neighbors 
object, simply imply that they are NIMBYs and are against walkable neighborhoods. 



Now, let’s examine the Blueprint Denver goal of “preservation of buildings that contribute to 
neighborhood character.” Ignore the fact that the building is a hot mess from an architectural 
standpoint. Just claim that it contributes to the established character of the area. After all, Blueprint 
Denver does not specify that the building should contribute in a good way. Pretend the massive 2003 
second-story addition never happened. Claim that the building could be historic. Even if 92% of the 
neighbors disagree, its subjective, and you are the expert.  



Finally, let’s review the 1991 West Washington Park Neighborhood Plan. This one is easy. Claim that the 
plan is out of date and presume that the plan intended to maintain historic churches (which you have 
already declared this building may be.) (Staff Report, Page 16.) Be bold, don’t just presume, state that 
you are presuming. (Staff Report, Page 16.) 



We realize this is harsh, but the absurdity of having rebut this analysis is Kafkaesque.  



Single-Family Neighborhoods 



We understand and sympathize with young adults who are frustrated with their inability to purchase 
property in a political economy that is driving outrageously high real estate prices and stagnant wages. 
We are frustrated too. We would love to get out of their way by moving out of our “starter home” on 
the 1000 block of South Pearl Street that we purchased over twenty years ago intending to eventually 
trade up. More than 20 years later, we are still here, as the price of real-estate has outpaced our earning 
potential. And so, we have planted our roots, and we are committed to this neighborhood for the long 
term. We have poured our hearts and souls and thousands of dollars into upscaling our property and 
expect to live out our lives in this home.  



If you search online, you will find many articles placing the blame for the high cost of housing on 
homeowners in single-family residential neighborhoods. According to the developers, the high cost of 
housing is largely driven by the lack of available land, and that problem would be solved by redeveloping 
single-family neighborhoods with dense, mixed-use housing. Coincidentally, the developers stand to 
make a great deal of profit, were such a policy to be implemented.  



Unfortunately, homeowners do not have access to the same public relations resources to counter the 
self-serving narratives being circulated by developers and their lobbyists. So, developers can cynically 
exploit this situation to enrich themselves while directing blame towards and villainizing homeowners. 
But look around you. These assertions are not being borne out. Multifamily development is going up 
everywhere. Condominiums and mixed-use buildings are going up everywhere. Yet, home purchase 
prices and rental prices remain in the stratosphere.  
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Meanwhile, private equity companies and short-term rental owners are purchasing real estate and 
removing it from the pool of available housing at an alarming rate, and the only beneficiaries seem to be 
the developers and the banks.  



Imagine Denver without these single-family neighborhoods. Once they are gone, they are gone forever. 
And people will continue to move to Denver, and there will still not be enough housing. Is the price 
worth it?  



We, the homeowners who were fortunate enough to purchase property before this development-
wealth extraction machine got rolling, are not the villains. We are the stewards. And punishing us by 
destroying single-family neighborhoods and feeding them to the very same wealth-extraction machine 
that caused this crisis is not the solution.  



Conclusion 



In conclusion, the Denver City Council must deny this rezoning application. The basis for this rezoning, 
the Staff Report and Recommendation, is fatally flawed. It is premised upon the building being vacant 
and a former institutional use. It is neither. It is further premised upon a subjective opinion that the 
building contributes to the character of the neighborhood and is compatible with the adjacent 
residences. It is not. The Report’s analysis for consistency with adopted plans relies on subjective, 
unsubstantiated claims and logical fallacies.  



The rezoning would unfairly insert additional commercial business space on a single-family residential 
block that already hosts approximately 17 commercial businesses, including the Pub on Pearl and a 
liquor store, in a commercial cluster on the opposite corner. There are multiple vacant spaces within the 
nearby commercial business clusters and mixed-use buildings.  



Property owners representing 56% of the available credit area signed a protest petition. Every property 
owner who occupies a house within the credit area was contacted, and ninety-two percent of them 
opted to sign the protest petition.  



Should the existing structure not prove viable under its current zoning, it should be redeveloped with up 
to two single family homes, consistent with its current zoning. The neighborhood would enthusiastically 
support a creative design that maintains and integrates only the sanctuary portion of the structure. 



As homeowners, citizens, and taxpayers, we assumed we could trust our public agencies to conduct an 
unbiased, factual review. That turned out not to be the case. We hope we can rely on our elected 
representatives to do so. 
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Photo 1: View of the church from the south @ 1961 



Photo 2: View of the church from the south after addition of the dwelling on top 
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Photos 3 and 4: Sign for the Upper Room United Pentecostal Church including service schedule 



Photo 5: Primary entrance to the second-floor residence (from the side yard on the south side) 
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Photo 6: Size Comparison, Character 
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Figure 1: The Upper Room Pentecostal Church Business Registration Information 
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Figure 2: Building Permit for 1,892 square foot second floor dwelling addition in 2003 
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Figure 3: Building Permit for 2003 Remodel 
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Figure 4: Intense Commercial Use, 1000 and 1100 Blocks of S Pearl St 



 



 



 



Figure 5: Additional Nearby Commercial Uses   
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Figure 6: Neighborhood Comparison. Notice the pattern of commercial centers every other block 
along South Pearl Street between I-25 and Alameda. The proposed rezoning would disrupt this well-
established, embedded, development pattern and would detract from the character of the 
neighborhood. 
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Table 1: Inaccuracies and Errors 



Assertion Citation Text Response 
The Building is 
Vacant 



Page 13 Though the building is now vacant,… Three times, the building is described as vacant when 
it is not. The worship space / community space on the 
first floor is leased by the Upper Room United 
Pentecostal Church. The congregation meets at least 
twice a week for worship. The church lists 1001 S Pearl 
St as the Principal Address of their Agent. 
 
The second-floor residence is occupied by a young 
couple. 



Page 20 …the building could continue to sit vacant for years… 
Page 20 The PUD District is necessary because there is no 



standard zone district available that is specifically 
intended to allow reuse of this particular vacant 
institutional site… 
 



The Building is a 
Former Church 



Page 1 The property is currently occupied by a 2-story building 
housing a former church… 



The building is inaccurately described as a “former 
church” 15 times.  
 
The building is actively used by the Upper Room 
United Pentecostal Church. The congregation meets at 
least twice a week for worship. The church lists 1001 S 
Pearl St as the Principal Address of their Agent. 
 



 Page 1 The intent of the proposed PUD is to facilitate reuse of 
the former church… 



 Page 3, 
Untitled 
Table 



Existing Land Use: Former church, surface parking lot 



 Page 8 …to facilitate adaptive reuse of a former church 
building… 



 Page 8 To help facilitate reuse of the former church… 
 Page 10 …the types of uses that might be allowed in the former 



church building... 
 Page 10 …the need for new commercial uses to be allowed in 



the former church building… 
 Page 10 …letters advocating for reuse of the former church… 
 Page 11 By increasing the uses allowed in the former church… 
 Page 15 …facilitate reuse of the former church… 
 Page 16 Build in 1960, the former church on the subject 



property could... 
 Page 17 …to facilitate reuse of the former church. 
 Page 19 …because the subject site containing a former church… 
 Page 20 …future use of the former church… 
 Page 20 ...list of additional uses in the former church... 
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Assertion Citation Text Response 
 



The Building is on 
North Tennessee 
Avenue 



Page 1 The subject property is located in the Washington Park 
West neighborhood on the southwest corner of S. 
Pearl Street and N. Tennessee Avenue  



N Tennessee Avenue does not exist 



 Page 3 The subject property is located in the Washington Park 
West statistical neighborhood on the southwest corner 
of S. Pearl Street and  N. Tennessee Avenue. 



 



The Building 
Entrance is on 
East Pearl St 
 



Page 12 The existing building’s primary entrance faces E. Pearl 
Street, serviced by a walkway from the curb. 



E. Pearl Street does not exist.  
 



 



Table 2: Misrepresentations and Half Truths 



Assertion Citation Text Response 
The Building is a 
2-Story Church 



Page 3 The property is currently occupied by a 2-story church 
with a dwelling unit on the second floor… 



To be more precise, the church occupies the first floor, 
and the dwelling occupies the entire second floor. In 
other words, it is a one-story church with a one-story 
dwelling on top. 
 



Existence of the 
Dwelling Unit is 
Downplayed 



Page 3 The property is currently occupied by a 2-story church 
with a dwelling unit on the second floor… 
 



These are the only two mentions of the dwelling unit 
on the second floor in the entire report. 



 Page 8 Specifically, the PUD allows all the uses permitted in 
the U-SU-B district, including an existing dwelling unit 
on the second floor of the church building… 
 



 



Building 
Form/Scale is 
Commercial 
Building 
 



Page 3, 
Untitled 
Table 



Existing Building Form/Scale : 2-story commercial 
building with a parking lot between the building and E. 
Tennessee Street 



This building was not zoned commercial when the 
second-floor addition was added in 2003. So, how is it 
possible to characterize the building form as 
commercial now? If that is the case, the 2003 addition 
should not have been approved. 
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Assertion Citation Text Response 
Existing Land Use 
is Mixed Use 



Page 5, 
Unsourced 
Map 
 



Existing land identified use as "mixed use" (rather than 
as a church) 



This building was not zoned as mixed use when the 
second-floor addition was added in 2003. It was used 
as a church then, and it is used as a church now. What 
has changed that allows the land use to now be 
identified as “mixed use”? If adding a residence on top 
of a church makes it a mixed use, it should not be 
allowed in a U-SU-B district. 



Building is 
Compatible with 
Neighborhood 



Page 12 …building … has been … compatible with the 
surrounding single-unit and two-unit residential area…  



A poorly designed remodel adding a second-floor 
residence in 2003 made the building incompatible with 
the surrounding single- and two-unit residential area. 
For example: 



- The building does not meet the maximum 1 
story height limit in the rear 35% of the lot 
required per the U-SU-B zoning.  



- The primary entrance to the second-floor 
residence is from the side yard between the 
church and the duplex to the south. 



- The houses to the south are all 1 or 1.5-stories. 
The building dwarfs its neighbors. The 
building’s second-floor dwelling has more 
square footage than any other house on the 
west side of the 1000 S Pearl St block, several 
of which are 1.5 stories.  



- The buildings tiny windows on the east side 
give it the appearance of a prison 



Building has been 
Embedded for 
Over 60 Years 



Page 12 …building … has been embedded … for over 60 years. 
 



The building has only existed in its current form since 
2003 when it was extensively remodeled by adding a 
second-floor dwelling. As noted above, the remodel 
resulted in a building that is incompatible with the 
adjacent residences. The amount of time a building 
exists does not automatically make it compatible. 
 



Page 21 The existing building established in 1960 is already 
compatible with adjacent residential buildings that 
vary in height from 1 to 2 stories… 
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Assertion Citation Text Response 
Continued 
Existence of the 
Building is 
Desirable 



Page 21 … the standards embodied in the PUD seek to enable 
[the building’s] longevity… 
 
 



The neighborhood has no desire to prolong the 
existence of this building in its current form. If it 
cannot be used in conformance with its U-SU-B zoning, 
the neighborhood would rather see the property 
redeveloped with up to two single-family homes, 
consistent with its current zoning.  



Entrance Page 12 The existing building’s primary entrance faces E. Pearl 
Street, serviced by a walkway from the curb. 
 



E Pearl St does not exist.  
 
The primary entrance to the church faces E Tennessee 
Ave. 
 
The primary entrance to the second-floor residence is 
from the side yard between the church and the duplex 
to the south. 



Church No Longer 
Viable 



Page 15 … the church is no longer viable for a congregation… 
 
 



The Upper Room United Pentecostal Church who 
leases the building and lists the church’s address as 
the Principal Address of their Agent would be 
surprised to learn this. 
 



Rezoning 
Respects 
Neighborhood 
Character 



Page 15 … individual rezoning will enable its preservation and 
compatible reuse while respecting the surrounding 
residential character. 
 



The existing building does not respect the surrounding 
residential character now. Its preservation would 
enable it to continue not respect the surrounding 
residential character. 



Potential Historic 
Landmark 



Page 16 Built in 1960, the former church on the subject 
property could be considered historic although it isn’t 
a designated landmark.  



By whom and under what criteria? There is no possible 
way this church would meet criteria for designation as 
a historic landmark. Although it was originally 
constructed in 1960, the drastic alterations to the 
building in 2003 obliterated any historic character the 
building may have had. Even before the remodel, the 
church was unremarkable. 
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Assertion Citation Text Response 
Gentle 
Incorporation 



Page 20 … the PUD helps to gently incorporate more 
commercial uses into a predominantly residential 
neighborhood thus promoting alternative modes of 
transportation that are more energy efficient than 
single-occupancy vehicular transportation. 



This is not a predominantly residential neighborhood 
ripe for incorporation of addition commercial use. This 
is two partial residential blocks with intense 
commercial use on either end fighting to maintain its 
single-family character. The previously negotiated 
residential zoning was meant to be protective. Adding 
additional commercial business on this corner would 
not be “gently incorporating.” 
 



 



Table 3: Presumptions 



Assertion Citation Text  Response 
1991 West 
Washington Park 
Neighborhood 
Plan Intended to 
Support this 
Rezoning 



Page 16 While the [West Washington Park Neighborhood Plan 
(1991)] doesn’t foresee what to do with historic 
churches when they are no longer viable as civic 
institutions, one could presume the plan intended to 
maintain such structures as features contributing to 
the neighborhood’s character.  
 
 



In 1991, this church was only 30 years old, so the West 
Washington Park Neighborhood would not have 
viewed it as “historic”. It is awfully bold of the 
planning staff to presume what the West Washington 
Park Neighborhood intended in 1991 and even bolder 
to admit it outright. 
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Table 4: Downplaying Intensity of Existing Commercial Uses  



 



Table 5: Dubious Claims - What Could Happen  



Assertion Citation Text Response 
If Not Rezoned Page 20 the building could continue to sit vacant for years, 



resulting in an underutilization of the land it occupies 
The building is not vacant now, so it is not possible for it 
to remain so. 



 Page 20 Alternatively, the church could be redeveloped with the 
zone lot potentially split to contain two Urban Houses 
occupied by residential uses, which would require 
significantly more energy due to new construction vs. 
reuse. 
 



This is the desired outcome. The neighbors have no 
affection for this building and recoil at the prospect of 
additional commercial business on this corner. 



If Rezoned to PUD Page 11 …the proposed rezoning could improve access to arts 
and culture, fitness, and health care within the 
neighborhood… 



Since the proponent has not committed to any specific 
plan or use, this is a logical fallacy and cannot be used as 
justification for rezoning. The building could become a 
meth lab.   



Page 11 …the proposed rezoning could also contribute to an 
increased mix of services and amenities that are 



Since the proponent has not committed to any specific 
plan or use, this is a logical fallacy and cannot be used as 
justification for rezoning. It is unlikely the proposed 



Assertion Citation Text Response 
Rezoning 
Justification Based 
on Existing 
Commercial 



Page 3 Various commercial businesses front S. Pearl Street 
south of the property with a Whole Foods Market 900 
feet away adjacent to Interstate 25. 
 



The report attempts to justify additional commercial 
based on the existence of other commercial businesses 
nearby, while downplaying the actual amount. There are 
17 commercial business spaces (several vacant) between 
the church and Whole Foods, including a bar and a 
liquor store.  



Dismissing 
Immediate 
Neighbors 
Concerns with 
Adding 
Commercial 



Page 10 Staff has received one letter and one presentation 
from nearby homeowners opposed to the rezoning as 
they question the need for new commercial uses to be 
allowed in the former church building, especially 
considering the prevalence of existing commercial 
businesses in the surrounding neighborhood. 
 



It is unprofessional to dismiss the neighbors’ concerns. It 
gives the appearance that the report is biased towards a 
pre-determined outcome. 
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Assertion Citation Text Response 
neighborhood serving while supporting the reuse of an 
existing building… 



rezoning will offer any amenity that is not already 
provided by the 31+ businesses identified within 1,000 
feet of this location.  



Page 11 …the proposed rezoning could encourage reuse of an 
existing building in a mixed-use community near 
transit… 



Since the proponent has not committed to any specific 
plan or use, this is a logical fallacy and cannot be used as 
justification for rezoning. I thought it was determined 
that this was “ a predominantly residential 
neighborhood” (Page 20). Now it is a mixed-use 
community near transit. Apparently, the neighborhood 
classification flips back and forth as needed to 
demonstrate the rezoning meets the goal.  



Page 17 The rezoning could help meet the city’s climate action 
goal. 



Since the proponent has not committed to any specific 
plan or use, this is a logical fallacy and cannot be used as 
justification for rezoning. The report does not provide 
the specifics of the city’s climate action goal. Not 
rezoning could result in lower carbon emissions. Does it 
matter whether emission are actually reduced, or only 
that they are quantified and counted towards the city’s 
goal?  



Page 17 The rezoning could also help revitalize an underutilized 
site by broadening the range of potential uses 
embedded in a residential community in proximity to 
transit and bike lanes, which has been linked to 
increased physical activity, decreased obesity, and 
decreased driving 
 



Since the proponent has not committed to any specific 
plan or use, this is a logical fallacy and cannot be used as 
justification for rezoning. The Upper Room United 
Pentecostal Church and the tenants who occupy the 
second-floor dwelling would not agree that the site is 
underutilized. 



If Rezoned to 
Something Else 



Page 15 …the full range of uses allowed in [a standard mixed use 
or main street zone district, such as U-MX-2x or U-MS-
2x] could result in a higher-intensity use than would be 
appropriate on a local street adjacent to single-unit and 
two-unit residences. 



Main street zoning would be wildly inappropriate at this 
location. 



 Page 16 …rezoning to the U-MX-2x or U-MS-2x districts would 
allow for the redevelopment of the site within the 



Main street zoning would be wildly inappropriate at this 
location. 
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Assertion Citation Text Response 
General or Shopfront building forms which could be less 
compatible with the surrounding residential character. 



 Page 19 …rezoning to a mixed use or main street district within 
the Urban Neighborhood Context would allow for the 
redevelopment of the site within the General or 
Shopfront building forms which could be less compatible 
with the surrounding residential character… 



Main street zoning would be wildly inappropriate at this 
location. 



 Page 19-
20 



The diversification of land uses – the PUD expands the 
uses that are allowed in the existing building beyond the 
uses that are allowed within the existing U-SU-B district 
but doesn’t include the full range of uses that would be 
allowed in a standard mixed use or main street district, 
including uses that could negatively impact the adjacent 
single-unit and two-unit residences.  
 



The neighbors are vehemently opposed to introducing 
additional uses beyond those allowed by the current 
zoning. 92% of the owner-occupants in the immediate 
neighborhood oppose the rezoning and have signed a 
protest petition. 



 



Table 6: Selective Application and Interpretation of Adopted Plans 



Plan Citation Text Response 
West Washington 
Park 
Neighborhood 
Plan (1991) 



Page 16 While the [West Washington Park Neighborhood Plan 
(1991)] doesn’t foresee what to do with historic 
churches when they are no longer viable as civic 
institutions, one could presume the plan intended to 
maintain such structures as features contributing to the 
neighborhood’s character  
 
“more than 75% of the R-2 duplex zone areas contain 
single-family detached residences” that are encourage to 
remain. (Page 16, citing Pages 10 and 16 of the WWPNP) 
 
“maintain and improve existing residential uses and all 
historic and architecturally significant structures” (Page 
16, citing Page 18 of the WWPNP) 
 



This is an incredible presumption. In 1991, the West 
Washing Park Neighborhood Association (WWPNA) was 
obviously prioritizing the mismatch between the 
multifamily R-2 zoning and the 75% of the properties in 
the neighborhood containing single family homes. 
Vacant churches were not a pressing concern, but to the 
extent they were addressed, the WWPNP 
acknowledged, by including the caveat “for the most 
part”, that some Public Facilities (category includes 
churches) were not well-integrated. In 1991, the church 
was 30 years old, so clearly not historic. And it would 
never have been considered architecturally signification. 
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Plan Citation Text Response 
“For the most part, these uses are integrated well into 
the neighborhoods residential fabric” (page 16, citing 
page 25 of the WWPNP)  



Blueprint Denver Page 15 The proposed rezoning also helps further the following 
Blueprint Denver policy related to redeveloping churches 
that are no longer hosting congregations…  
 
When these uses leave a neighborhood…These sites have 
the potential to provide additional neighborhood services 
and/or more diverse housing options (Citing Blueprint 
Denver, Page 75) 
 
Until a citywide approach is implemented, individual 
rezonings of these sites may be an opportunity for more 
intense residential uses or limited neighborhood services 
to be provided if done in a way that minimizes impacts to 
surrounding character. (Citing Blueprint Denver, Page 75) 
 
Land Use & Built Form: Design Quality and Preservation 
Policy 6: Incentivize the preservation of structures and 
features that contribute to the established character of 
an area, even if they are not designated as landmarks or 
historic districts.  
 
The PUD District is necessary because there is no 
standard zone district available that is specifically 
intended to allow reuse of this particular vacant 
institutional site in a manner that is most compatible 
with surrounding residential uses, while also ensuring 
that voluntary demolition of the existing building and 
subsequent redevelopment revert to the standards 
within the existing U-SU-B district… 
 



Blueprint Denver does not support proactive rezoning of 
an active, occupied, church.   
 
To further the Blueprint Denver policy, the church would 
have to be vacant (it is not) and contribute to the 
character of the neighborhood (it does not.)  
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Plan Citation Text Response 
Denver 
Comprehensive 
Plan 2040 



Page 11 Equitable, Affordable, and Inclusive vision element:  
• Equitable, Affordable and Inclusive Goal 1, Strategy C – 
Improve equitable access to resources that improve 
quality of life, including cultural and natural amenities, 
health care, education, parks, recreation, nutritious food, 
and the arts. (p. 28).  
 
The proposed rezoning could also contribute to an 
increased mix of services and amenities that are 
neighborhood serving while supporting the reuse of an 
existing building. The request is, therefore, consistent 
with the following strategies from the Strong and 
Authentic Neighborhoods vision element:  
• Strong and Authentic Neighborhoods Goal 1, Strategy 
B – Ensure neighborhoods offer a mix of housing types 
and services for a diverse population (p. 34).  
 
• Strong and Authentic Neighborhoods Goal 1, Strategy 
D – Encourage quality infill development that is 
consistent with the surrounding neighborhoods and 
offers opportunities for increased amenities (p. 34).  
 
• Strong and Authentic Neighborhoods Goal 3, Strategy 
E – Support the stewardship and reuse of existing 
buildings, including city properties.  
 
• Strong and Authentic Neighborhoods Goal 4, Strategy 
A – Grow and support neighborhood-serving businesses.  
Finally, the proposed rezoning could encourage reuse of 
an existing building in a mixed-use community near 
transit, and is consistent with the following strategies in 
the Environmentally Resilient vision elements:  
• Environmentally Resilient Goal 7, Strategy C – Prioritize 
the reuse of existing buildings and explore incentives to 



Regarding Goal 1, Strategy C, since the proponent has 
not committed to any specific plan or use, this is a 
logical fallacy and cannot be used as justification for 
rezoning. Regardless, the notion that Strategy C, 
included in the Denver Comprehensive Plan 2040 as a 
strategy to support equitability and inclusion, would be 
used to justify this rezoning is absurd. This is not a food 
desert in a blighted neighborhood. There is a Whole 
Foods one block away, over 30 commercial businesses 
within a few hundred feet, and easy access to mass 
transit.  
 
Regarding Goal 1, Strategy B, I doubt this strategy was 
intended to apply to a single-family dwelling built on top 
of a church. 
 
Regarding the remaining goals and strategies, the 
proponent has not committed to any specific plan or 
use, and therefore these arguments cannot be used to 
justify rezoning. Further, the neighborhood already 
hosts a high intensity of commercial businesses and 
amenities. The equitability, strong authentic 
neighborhood, and environmentally resilient goals 
would best be achieved by not introducing any more.   
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Table 7: Outreach - Unverified and Exaggerated 



Assertion Citation Text Response 
Extensive Public 
Outreach 



Page 10 As described in the applicant’s narrative, they conducted 
extensive public outreach with the West Washington 
Park Neighborhood Association (WWPNA), beginning in 
May 2020. 
 



Meeting with the WWPNA three or four times over a 
two-year period does not constitute extensive outreach.  



 Page 10 The applicant also met with adjacent neighbors on 
several occasions. 
 



The applicant should back up their claim with meeting 
dates, attendees, and agendas. Meeting with a few 
adjacent neighbors does not constitute extensive 
outreach. On the other hand, thirty-seven (37) 
immediate neighbors have signed a petition protesting 
this rezoning. 



 Page 10 The applicant also met … Councilman Clark’s office. 
 



How many times? Can the Councilman provide meeting 
minutes? What was discussed? 



 



Plan Citation Text Response 
salvage or reuse materials from demolished structures 
(p. 54).  
 
• Environmentally Resilient Goal 8, Strategy B – 
Encourage mixed-use communities where residents can 
live, work and play in their own neighborhoods (p. 54).  
• Environmentally Resilient Goal 8, Strategy C – Focus 
growth by transit stations and along high and medium-
capacity transit corridors (p. 54)  
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Table 8: Existing Commercial Businesses and Multifamily Uses 



Direction Distance (ft) Description 
South 325 



358 
370 
400 
425 
450 
500 
500 
500 
500 
568 
581 
608 
616 
635 
656 
665 
700 



1,861 
3,200 



Chiropractor 
Commercial Vacant 
Commercial Vacant for most of 20 years. Borderline blighted 
Office 
Vacant 
Coffee shop 
Liquor store 
Industrial 
Gym (Fierce 45) 
Office 
Bar (Pub on Pearl) 
Former Group (converted to residence) 
Gym (Pearl St Fitness) 
Barbershop 
Nail Salon 
Office 
Hair Salon 
Whole Foods Grocery Store 
RTD Light Rail 
Restaurants on S Pearl 



North 190 
300 
367 
421 
476 
528 
528 
582 
582 
631 
637 
705 
705 
705 
705 
768 
803 
808 



Multifamily (Apartment Building) 
Multifamily (Courtyard Apartments) 
Multifamily (Slot Homes) 
Multifamily (Slot Homes) 
Multifamily (Slot Homes) 
Multifamily (Slot Homes) 
Multifamily (Courtyard Apartments) 
Multifamily (Apartment Building) 
Commercial Vacant 
Multifamily (Apartment Building) 
Commercial Vacant 
Barbershop 
Hair Salon 
Gym (Pilates Studio) 
Spa 
Bar (Kentucky Inn) 
Automobile Repair 
Dry Cleaner 



West 367 
 



550 
550 
550 
667 
938 



1,293 
4,856 



Mixed Use / Residential (Under Construction, at location where former 
medical office was demolished) 
Mixed Use / Residential 
Gym (Orange Theory Fitness) 
Dentist 
Marijuana Dispensary 
Medical Doctor 
Grocery Store (Sprouts) 
Safeway  



East 2,058 Washington Park 
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Background 



Property ownership information, legal descriptions, credit area information, a petition form, and a 



Protest Petition Area Map were provided by the zoning case manager in a protest petition packet.  Due 



to time constraints and other commitments, signature collection was limited to two circulators working 



sporadically over A 9‐day period from July 30, 2022 to August 7, 2022.   



The circulation period fell during the summer vacation season while the COVID epidemic was surging 



and during an oppressive heat wave. Several homeowners could not be contacted because they were 



traveling or because they were isolating due to COVID. Despite these challenges, every owner‐occupied 



household within the credit area was contacted in person. (See Table 1: Number / Percentage of 



Properties Contacted / Signed).  Property owners, representing 56% of the available credit area, nearly 



triple the 20% required to increase the number of affirmative votes needed by City Council to approve 



the rezoning ultimately signed the petition (See Table 2: Protest Petition Credit Area Summary, below.)  



Ninety‐two percent (92%) of the contacted landowners signed the protest petition. (See Table 2: Protest 



Petition Credit Area Summary, below.)  



Approach   



Given the time constraints, owner‐occupied houses (OOH) were targeted as the most viable prospects 



to approach for petition signature.  This meant that the circulators were handicapped by starting with a 



realistically available credit area pool of approximately 59%. (See Table 2: Protest Petition Credit Area 



Summary, below.)  Ultimately, owners representing 91% of the credit area in the owner‐occupied house 



category signed the protest petition.         



Absentee / Rental / Trust / LLC (ARTL) owners held approximately 38% of the credit area pool (See 



Table 2: Protest Petition Credit Area Summary, below.)  ARTL owners were contacted opportunistically, 



e.g. by attempting to contact them through an occupant or neighbor. The circulators managed to 



contact the co‐owners of one ARTL property. Both signed the protest petition. (A success rate of 100%.) 



The circulators did not attempt to reach owner‐occupied condominium owners due to the challenge of 



accessing the building and the low amount of credit area available (3%) within the owner‐occupied 



condominium category.          



Challenges 



As homeowners navigating the protest petition on our own for the first time, the circulators 



encountered several challenges: 



 In general, the process seemed geared towards implementation by legal / land professionals 



(neither circulator is a legal or land professional). 



 The circulation period fell during the summer vacation season while the COVID epidemic was 



surging and during an oppressive heat wave.   



 It took multiple attempts to reach most homeowners because they were traveling or isolating 



due to COVID.  



 Owner‐occupied houses, the most viable prospects to approach for petition signature, 



represented only 59% of the total credit area.  
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 Owner address information would indicate an owner lived at a property, but when the 



occupants were contacted, it turned out they were tenants. 



 An error in the Protest Petition Owner table provided by the Planning Department incorrectly 



identified the seller of a property as a co‐owner. It fell to the circulators to correct the error by 



obtaining the subject property deed from the Denver Clerks office and attaching it to the 



petition in order to get full credit for the property owner’s signature. 



 New property owners had the additional burden of providing a copy of their deed, so they could 



sign the petition (they did.)           



 Owners tend to keep required proving documents in offsite locations such as a safe deposit box. 



They would have to be extremely motivated to unearth the required documents that would 



allow them to sign the petition.  



 The circulators naively assumed there would be a notary available at the City and County 



Building. This turned out not to be the case, and the circulators had to scramble to find a notary.  



Conclusion         



The immediate neighbors who will be most significantly impacted have unambiguously expressed their 



collective opposition to the proposed rezoning.  Ninety‐two percent of the contacted property owners 



signed the protest petition. These owners represented approximately 56% of the credit area pool, nearly 



triple the 20% requirement to increase the number of affirmative votes needed by City Council. In short, 



the immediate neighbors are vehemently opposed to this rezoning. 



 



   



Property Category



Number of 



Properties



Number of Properties 



Contacted



Number of 



Properties  



Signed



Number of Owners / 



Co‐Owners  Signed



Percent of Category 



Properties Contacted



Percent of 



Contacted 



Properties Signed



Owner Occupied House (OOH)1 25 25 23 35 100% 92%



Owner Occupied Condominium (OOC)2 13 0 0 0 ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐



Absentee‐ / Rental‐ / Trust‐ / LLC‐ Owned (ARTL)3 26 1 1 2 4% 100%



Total 64 26 24 37 92%



Property Category Credit Area (ft2)



Percent of Available 



Credit Area in Category 



(%)



Credit Area 



Signed (ft2)



Percent of Property 



Category Credit 



Area Signed (%)



Percent of Total 



Available Credit Area 



Signed (%)



Owner Occupied House (OOH)1 87,844 59% 79,511 91% 53%



Owner Occupied Condominium (OOC)2 4,433 3% 0 ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐



Absentee‐ / Rental‐ / Trust‐ / LLC‐ Owned (ARTL)3 57,165 38% 4,160 7% 3%



Total 149,442 100% 83,671 56%



Target 20%



Threshold Met



Table 2: Protest Petition Credit Area Summary



1
 Houses with a mailing address that matches the site address.  Excludes houses that contacted occupants indicated were a rental 



Table 1: Number / Percentage of Properties Contacted / Signed



3 
Houses and condominiums with a mailing address that does not match the site address, houses that occupants indicated were rentals, 



  and houses Owned by a Trust or LLC



2
 Condominiums with a mailing address that matches the site address
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Raw Data











Raw Data 



ADDITIONAL OWNER



Contacted? 



(Y)



Signed? 



(S) # Owners



# Owners 



Signed Type OWNER ADDRESS OWNER CITY OWNER STATE OWNER ZIP D CLASS PARTIAL or FULL C CREDIT_AREA (Sq Ft) LEGAL_DESC SITUS_AD_1 SITUS_STR_ SITUS_STR1 SITUS_ST_1 LAND_AREA SHAPE_Area



FERNANDEZ,LAUREN Y S 2 2 OOH 1000 S PEARL ST DENVER CO 80209‐4226 SFR Grade C, D, or E, w/RK Full 6,250 L 1 & 2 BLK 19 LINCOLN SUB 1000 S PEARL ST 6250 6250



DE SENA,JAMES C ARTL 1040 S GAYLORD ST 50 DENVER CO 80212 RESIDENTIAL‐DUPLEX Full 6,250 L 5 & 6 B18 LINCOLN SUB 1014 S PENNSYLVANIA ST 6250 6250



LIEBERMAN,RACHELLE F Y S 2 2 OOH 1012 S PEARL ST DENVER CO 80209‐4226 SFR Grade C, D, or E, w/RK Full 4,690 L 3 & N1/2 OF L 4 BLK 19 LINCOLN SUB 1012 S PEARL ST 4690 4820



Y S 1 1 OOH 1017 S PEARL ST DENVER CO 80209‐4225 RESIDENTIAL‐DUPLEX Full 4,690 LINCOLN SUB B18 L43 & N/2 OF L42 1017 S PEARL ST 4690 4647



ARTL 1018 S PEARL ST DENVER CO 80209‐4226 SFR Grade C Full 4,690 L 5 & S1/2 OF L 4 BLK 19 LINCOLN SUB 1018 S PEARL ST 4690 4555



Y S 1 1 OOH 1021 S PEARL ST DENVER CO 80209‐4225 SFR Grade C Full 4,690 L 41 & S1/2 OF 42 BLK 18 LINCOLN SUB 1021 S PEARL ST 4690 4730



BRENT,AVERIL R ARTL 1024 S PEARL ST DENVER CO 80209‐4264 SFR Grade C Full 4,690 L 6 & N 1/2 OF L 7 BLK 19 LINCOLN SUB 1024 S PEARL ST 4690 4687



ARTL 7851 S ELATI ST STE 201 LITTLETON CO 80120 SFR Grade C Full 4,690 LINCOLN SUB B19 L8 & S/2 OF L7 1030 S PEARL ST 4690 4688



ARTL 935 S RACE ST DENVER CO 80209‐4610 SFR Grade C Full 4,687 L 24 & S1/2 OF L 23 BLK 14 LINCOLN SUB 998 S PEARL ST 4687 4702



REUTTER,KATHLEEN Y S 2 2 OOH 980 S PEARL ST DENVER CO 80209‐4224 SFR Grade C, D, or E, w/RK Partial 4,645 L 21 & N 1/2 OF 22 BLK 14 LINCOLN SUB 980 S PEARL ST 4687 4645



ARTL 354 W ARCHER PL DENVER CO 80223‐1601 SFR Grade C Full 4,600 LINCOLN SUB B15 E 50FT L22 TO 24 & E 50FT OF S 17FT L21 519 E TENNESSEE AVE 4600 4636



ARTL 92 CLAVEL CT PALM DESERT CA 92260‐3161 SFR Grade C Partial 4,185 L 9 & N1/2 OF L 10 BLK 19 LINCOLN SUB 1036 S PEARL ST 4690 4185



FORBES,SARAH ALONGI OOH 982 PENNSYLVANIA ST DENVER CO 80209‐4139 SFR Grade C, D, or E, w/RK Full 4,170 LINCOLN SUB B15 E 50FT L20 & W 75FT OF S/2 L20 & W 75FT L21 & N 8FT OF E 50FT L21 982 S PENNSYLVANIA ST 4170 4443



CARFRAE,KATHERYN V Y OOH 991 S PEARL ST DENVER CO 80209‐4223 SFR Grade C Full 4,167 N 2/3 OF L 26 & S 2/3 OF L 27 BLK 15 LINCOLN SUB 991 S PEARL ST 4167 4179



DRABKIN,JANE D Y S 2 2 OOH 985 S PEARL ST DENVER CO 80209‐4223 SFR Grade C Full 4,166 L 28 & N1/3 OF 27 BLK 15 LINCOLN SUB 985 S PEARL ST 4166 4108



POPE,CAMERON AUSTIN Y OOH 997 S PEARL ST DENVER CO 80209‐4223 SFR Grade C Full 4,166 LINCOLN SUB B15 L25 & S 1/3 L26 997 S PEARL ST 4166 4213



GOODMAN,LISA K Y S 2 2 OOH 1000 S PENNSYLVANIA ST DENVER CO 80209‐4141 SFR Grade B w/RK Full 4,160 LOT 1 & NORTH 1/3 OF LOT 2 BLK 18 LINCOLN SUB 1000 S PENNSYLVANIA ST 4160 4116



BROWNSON,JON Y S 1 1 OOH 1004 S PENNSYLVANIA ST DENVER CO 80209‐4141 SFR Grade C, D, or E, w/RK Full 4,160 S 2/3 OF L 2 & N 2/3 OF L 3 BLK 18 LINCOLN SUB 1004 S PENNSYLVANIA ST 4160 4135



Y S 1 1 OOH 1010 S PENNSYLVANIA ST DENVER CO 80209‐4141 SFR Grade C Full 4,160 L 4 & S 1/3 OF L 3 BLK 18 LINCOLN SUB 1010 S PENNSYLVANIA ST 4160 4199



Y S 2 2 OOH 1039 S PEARL ST DENVER CO 80209‐4225 SFR Grade C Full 4,160 N 2/3 OF 36 & S 2/3 OF L 37 BLK 18 LINCOLN SUB 1039 S PEARL ST 4160 4156



OSHEL,LARRY LEE Y S 2 2 ARTL 2525 32ND AVE TEXAS CITY TX 77590‐3828 SFR Grade C Full 4,160 L 38 & N 1/3 OF L 37 BLK 18 LINCOLN SUB 1033 S PEARL ST 4160 4319



Y S 1 1 OOH 1024 S PENNSYLVANIA ST DENVER CO 80209‐4141 SFR Grade C, D, or E, w/RK Full 3,900 LINCOLN SUB B18 L7 & N/4 L8 1024 S PENNSYLVANIA ST 3900 3806



ARTL 510 W PROSPECT ST SEATTLE WA 98119‐3643 SFR Grade C Full 3,900 S3/4 OF L 8 & N1/2 OF L 9 BLK 18 LINCOLN SUB 1028 S PENNSYLVANIA ST 3900 3938



Y S 1 1 OOH 1032 S PENNSYLVANIA ST DENVER CO 80209‐4141 SFR Grade C Partial 3,775 N3/4 OF L 10 & S1/2 OF L 9 BLK 18 LINCOLN SUB 1032 S PENNSYLVANIA ST 3900 3775



WINGER,MARY LEE ARTL 11400 W 76TH WAY ARVADA CO 80005‐3410 SFR Grade C Full 3,125 S1/2 OF L 22 & N1/2 OF L 23 BLK 14 LINCOLN SUB 996 S PEARL ST 3125 3062



Laura Faye Almeida Y S 2 2 OOH 974 S Pearl St DENVER CO 80209 SFR Grade C Partial 3,121 L 20 & S 1/3 OF L 19 BLK 14 LINCOLN SUB 974 S PEARL ST 4166 3121



FONTAINE, KATHRYN V Y S 2 2 OOH 1025 S PEARL ST DENVER CO 80209‐4225 SFR Grade C, D, or E, w/RK Full 3,120 L 40 BLK 18 LINCOLN SUB 1025 S PEARL ST 3120 3126



Y S 1 1 OOH 1027 S PEARL ST DENVER CO 80209‐4225 SFR Grade C Full 3,120 L 39 BLK 18 LINCOLN SUB 1027 S PEARL ST 3120 3126



Y S 1 1 OOH 980 S PENNSYLVANIA ST DENVER CO 80209‐4139 SFR Grade C Partial 3,059 L 19 & W 75FT OF N1/2 OF L 20 BLK 15 LINCOLN SUB 980 S PENNSYLVANIA ST 4687 3059



Y S 1 1 OOH 986 S PENNSYLVANIA ST DENVER CO 80209‐4139 SFR Grade C Full 2,812 THE W 75FT OF L 22 & THE N 1/2 OF THE W 75FT OF L 23 BLK 15 LINCOLN SUB 986 S PENNSYLVANIA ST 2812 2814



SMITH,PRESTON ALEXAND Y S 2 2 OOH 994 S PENNSYLVANIA ST DENVER CO 80209‐4139 SFR Grade B Full 2,810 W 75FT OF L 24 & OF S 1/2 OF L 23 BLK 15 LINCOLN SUB 994 S PENNSYLVANIA ST 2810 2744



WATSON,MELISSA W ARTL 7088 S RICHFIELD ST FOXFIELD CO 80016‐2425 SFR Grade C Partial 2,009 L 11 & S1/4 OF L 10 BLK 18 LINCOLN SUB 1040 S PENNSYLVANIA ST 3900 2009



ARTL 3606 W LINVALE PL DENVER CO 80236‐2230 SFR Grade C Partial 1,944 L 11 & S1/2 OF L 10 BLK 19 LINCOLN SUB 1042 S PEARL ST 4690 1944



OOH 1005 S WASHINGTON ST DENVER CO 80209‐4317 SFR Grade C, D, or E, w/RK Partial 1,738 LOTS 45 & 46 BLK 19 LINCOLN SUB 1005 S WASHINGTON ST 6250 1738



LC ARTL 5250 W PRINCETON DR DENVER CO 80235‐3127 RESIDENTIAL‐DUPLEX Partial 1,720 L 43 & 44 BLK 19 LINCOLN SUB 1013 S WASHINGTON ST 6250 1720



MARY E DOOLEY ARTL 1070 W CENTURY DR LOUISVILLE CO 80027‐1655 SFR Grade C Partial 1,139 S 2/3 OF L 18 & N 2/3 OF L 19 BLK 14 LINCOLN SUB 970 S PEARL ST 4167 1139



ARTL 1019 S WASHINGTON ST DENVER CO 80209‐4317 SFR Grade C Partial 992 L 42 & N 8FT 4IN OF 41 BLK 19 LINCOLN SUB 1019 S WASHINGTON ST 4170 992



ARTL 1087 S OGDEN ST DENVER CO 80209‐4427 RESIDENTIAL‐DUPLEX Partial 974 L 25 & 26 BLK 14 LINCOLN SUB 995 S WASHINGTON ST 6250 974



Y S 1 1 OOH 1045 S PEARL ST DENVER CO 80209‐4225 SFR Grade C Partial 902 L 35 & S 1/3 OF L 36 BLK 18 LINCOLN SUB 1045 S PEARL ST 4160 902



WHITLOCK,BRECKIN Y S 2 2 OOH 1025 S WASHINGTON ST DENVER CO 80209‐4317 SFR Grade C Partial 722 S 16FT 8 IN OF L 41 & N 20FT 10 IN OF L 40 BLK 19 LINCOLN SUB 1025 S WASHINGTON ST 4690 722



JOHNSON,EMILY Y S 2 2 OOH 978 S PENNSYLVANIA ST DENVER CO 80209‐4139 SFR Grade C, D, or E, w/RK Partial 492 L 18 & S 1/3 OF L 17 BLK 15 LINCOLN SUB 978 S PENNSYLVANIA ST 4166 492



ARTL 1115 S DOWNING ST DENVER CO 80210‐1714 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐301 PRK‐6 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



ARTL 1300 S HUMBOLDT ST DENVER CO 80210‐2317 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐206 PRK‐9 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



DIGRAZIA,ROBIN H ARTL 14181 W AMHERST AVE LAKEWOOD CO 80228‐5324 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐106 PRK‐4 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



ARTL 475 W 12TH AVE UNIT 7E DENVER CO 80204‐3686 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐308 PRK‐5 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



ARTL 5051 S EMPORIA ST GREENWOOD VILLAGE CO 80111‐3611 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐202 PRK‐18 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



MULCAHY,SUSAN J ARTL 583 S OGDEN ST DENVER CO 80209‐4417 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐102 PRK‐15 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



ARTL 639 SODA CREEK DR EVERGREEN CO 80439‐9718 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐107 PRK‐7 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



ARTL 7538 PIRLOT PL LONE TREE CO 80124‐9782 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐105 PRK‐N/A 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



MCCORMICK,DENNIS M ARTL 824 COLONY RD BRYN MAWR PA 19010‐1104 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐204 PRK‐N/A 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



ARTL 967 S WASHINGTON ST DENVER CO 80209‐4315 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐304 PRK‐N/A 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



OOC 969 S PEARL ST APT 101 DENVER CO 80209‐4231 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐101 PRK‐19 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



CHRISTENSEN,JILL L OOC 969 S PEARL ST APT 103 DENVER CO 80209‐4231 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐103 PRK‐3 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



OOC 969 S PEARL ST APT 108 DENVER CO 80209‐4232 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐108 PRK‐1 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



HUTCHINSON,DENNETT L OOC 969 S PEARL ST APT 201 DENVER CO 80209‐4232 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐201 PRK‐2 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



OOC 969 S PEARL ST APT 203 DENVER CO 80209‐4232 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐203 PRK‐N/A 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



OOC 969 S PEARL ST APT 205 DENVER CO 80209‐4234 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐205 PRK‐N/A 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



OOC 969 S PEARL ST APT 207 DENVER CO 80209‐4234 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐207 PRK‐17 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



OOC 969 S PEARL ST APT 208 DENVER CO 80209‐4233 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐208 PRK‐8 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



OOC 969 S PEARL ST APT 302 DENVER CO 80209‐4234 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐302 PRK‐11 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



OOC 969 S PEARL ST APT 303 DENVER CO 80209‐4234 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐303 PRK‐12 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



OOC 969 S PEARL ST APT 305 DENVER CO 80209‐4233 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐305 PRK‐N/A 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



OOC 969 S PEARL ST APT 306 DENVER CO 80209‐4233 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐306 PRK‐14 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



OOC 969 S PEARL ST APT 307 DENVER CO 80209‐4233 RESIDENTIAL‐CONDOMINIUM Partial 341 SOUTH PEARL COMMONS CONDOS U‐307 PRK‐10 969 S PEARL ST 0 7835



Total Credit Area 149,442



Total Credit Area Signed 77,763



% Credit Area Signed 52%



Owner occupied house (OOH): 87,844 59%



Owner occupied condominium (OOC): 4,433 3%



Absentee‐ / Rental‐ / Trust‐ / LLC‐ Owned (ARTL): 57,165 38%



149,442 100%



# Properties: 64



OOH 25 39%



OOC 13 20%



ARTL 26 41%



64 100%



# Signatures: 34



OOH 32 94%



OOC 0 0%



ARTL 2 6%



34 100%



# Properties contacted: 24



OOH 23 96%



OOC 0 0%



ARTL 1 4%



24 100%



# Properties signed: 22



OOH 21 95%



OOC 0 0%



ARTL 1 5%



22 100%



Credit area signed: 77,763



OOH 73,603 95%



OOC 0 0%



ARTL 4,160 5%



77,763 100%
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